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Kurdish Museum, Library and Archive 
WKA, Palingswick House, 241 King Street, London W6 9LP, UK 
Tel: 0208 748 7874, Fax: 0208 7416436, Mobile: 07768 266005 
e-mail: info@westernkurdistan.org.uk      www.westernkurdistan.org.uk    

 
 

Proposal of the Kurdish Museum and Library in London 
 

The first international Kurdish museum, library and Archive outside Kurdistan 
 
About this project: 
The project of Kurdish museum in London was established in March 2008 in order to 
introduce the Kurdish culture, history and heritage to the world.  The project now has 500 
artefacts of Kurdish materials and objects each one numbered and registered to the museum as 
cultural artefacts. 

 

                        
Kurdish Flutes….                                              – Tanbour, Kurdish music instrument 

  
Middle-East music instrument                     -Different wood and metal Kurdish spoons 
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Some Kurdish kitchen items                   Kurdish style of nappies for babies and sling-shot 

   
Kurdish shoes for men and women             Male and Female doll’s dressing clothes and shoes 

 
 

   
Kurdish gloves, shoes and socks                         Kurdish caps for men and women 
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Dolls dressing: different female clothes                            Kurdish ladies accessories 

 
 

   
Kurdish combs, soaps and eyeliners…                       Sugar breakers for drinking tea 

 
 

   
A Kurdish smoking Nargeela and Nargeela pipe          Kurdish pipes and other products 
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Kazwans: Green as food, hard to be beads                              Kurdish products of wool 

   
Different kinds of baskets and games            Kurdish daggers made 100 years ago 

    
Deferent kinds of ladies’ garments                                              Ladies Jacket 
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Kurdish ladies dress                                     Kurdish Male costume 

   
 

  
The Kurdish collections at the Kurdish Museum             The Kurdish Library and Archive 
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Kurdish carpets and blankets  
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Some patterns made on plate and cloth by members of the Kurdish community in the UK.  

    
 

 
 

                        
The first Museum for the Kurdish heritage in the world is one of the main culture resources for the 

school-age children of Hammersmith and Fulham Borough and to the academics and researchers in 
the UK. Let’s make Hammersmith and Fulham Borough more colourful and tourist area for all 
nations and for the 3 million Kurds living in Europe for the coming London Olympics on 2012. 
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The museum is situated in West London and recognised as an official site in Hammersmith 
Borough and identified on the tourist maps of this region of London.  The Mayor of London 
publishes a yearly booklet identifying 100 important sites in London for tourists to visit and 
among those is the Kurdish Museum in West London.  This project as an establishment is part 
of the Western Kurdistan Association, which is a charitable organisation founded in the UK. 
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Number 30 in the list of the Mayor of London is The Kurdish Museum 
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The theme and artefacts of the museum 
The museum contains more than 500 Kurdish cultural and historical exhibits such as 
traditional Kurdish clothing, Kurdish materials, historical photos and maps, tools and musical 
instruments as well as many other miscellaneous Kurdish objects.  In the library section there 
are many ancient and new Kurdish books donated by people to the museum.  The museum is 
continuously receiving more items and artefacts from all parts of the world and enlarges 
rapidly. 
 
How the items are exhibited: 
As the museum has a limited space, it has no sufficient area to exhibit the items and artefacts 
like the international museums in an organised way, so many of the historical items are not in 
view and are all put beside each other.  That is why there is an urgent need to find a larger 
place for the items to be exhibited well and for the visitors to walk among them easily to 
examine them thoroughly.  Obviously, this requires financial abilities as such a large place 
needs a large rent especially in London that is renowned for high prices. 

 
The Kurdish Library very rich with unique books as: 

Fever & Thirst 

A Missionary Doctor amid the Christian Tribes of Kurdistan 

 

“The first Americans to work with the people of the Middle-East were neither spies nor soldiers. They were, 
in fact, teachers, printers, and missionaries, of whom one was a country doctor from Utica, New York. In June 
of 1835 Asahel Grant, M.D., and his bride Judith sailed from Boston to heal the sick and save the world. Their 
destination was the town of Urmia, in northwest Iran, and their intended flock the Nestorian Christians who 
lived there and in the mountains of Hakkari, across the border in Ottoman Kurdistan. 

Into the nest eight years Grant packed ten lifetimes’s worth of danger, heartbreak, and exertion. He traversed 
deserts and glaciers, forded rivers, learned fluent Turkish and Syria, opened schools, tended the sick and 
dying, confronted bandits, broke bread with thieves and murderers, and narrowly escaped death from 
drowning, malaria, cholera, influences, mercury poisoning, dysentery, hypothermia, and assassination. In one 
year alone, he lost three-fifth of his family (including Judith) to disease. 

Yet in the time his shattered body gave out, there was no one in the mountain who did not know his name and 
his legend, and thirty years later Kurds, Nestorians, Jews and Yezidis still spoke of “Hakim Grant” with 
reverence.” 

Fever & Thirst, Gordon Taylor. 
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How to manage the museum: 
The museum is in need for a full time employee to take care of the items and answer the 
questions of the visitors as well as managing the everyday affairs of the museum.  At the 
moment the task is carried out by the founder of the museum on voluntary basis but as the 
exhibits grow and visitor get more it needs an employee so that the founder concentrates on 
gathering new exhibits and introducing the museum to the world. 
 
Volunteers 
Western Kurdistan Association has no paid staff for more than 12 years and runs its all 
projects by volunteers. Volunteers of the WKA and Kurdish Museum, Library and Archive 
are: 

1. Dr. Mohamed Mustafa 
2. Mr Goran Nawzad Ali 
3. Mrs Rola Mannan 
4. Mr. Shirwan Rashid 
5. Dr. Sami Khafaf 
6. Dr Ashti Horami 
7. Miss Bana Amin 
8. Mr. Jihad Baker 
9. Mr. Alan Murshid 
10. Mr. Zen Huseino 
11. Mr. Rizgar Haji 
12. Mr. Rizgar Mella 
13. Mr. Sipan Osman 

14. Mr. Saer Al Haji 
15. Mr. Zakeria Ahmed 
16. Mr. Kawa Yousef 
17. Mr. Zara Komo 
18. Mr. Jan Osman 
19. Mr. Kahoon Mohamed 
20. Mr. Yusuf Gilgil 
21. Mrs. Mashkhal Sadiq 
22. Mrs. Soma Melazade 
23. Mr. Shero Lokman 
24. Mr. Shirman Mustafa 
25. Mrs. Kwestan Khafaf 

 
 
How the exhibits are found 
Up to now all the items in the museum had been donated by people and sent as gifts to the 
museum.  The list of the names together with the items donated is kept by the museum.  More 
than 500 items have reached the museum in this way and a great majority of those are from 
Kurds who live abroad.  Although most of the items are from those in the UK, we have 
donations from other countries as well.  Undoubtedly we need more efforts to get more 
historical artefacts especially from all parts of Kurdistan to increase the number and variety of 
the exhibits.  Also to contact other Kurdish museums that may have duplicated items to donate 
to this museum because the existence of an international museum is of great importance and 
all sides should make efforts for the success and enrichment of this museum. 
 
The visitors of this museum 
More than 2000 people visit this museum annually and because the museum is on the tourist 
maps of Wet London there are visitors from foreign countries also, that is why it is necessary 
to enhance the quality of the museum by finding more exhibits and a larger more suitable 
place to exhibit the items in a more organised and presentable way. 
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Some pictures of the visitors of the Kurdish Museum 

 
 

Local residents 
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Kurdish Community 
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Councillor Stephen Greenhalgh, Leader of Council of Hammersmith and Fulham Borough 

 
CaVSA organisation 
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Mr Andy Slaughter MP (Labour) for Hammersmith 

 
Kurdish intellectuals  
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Mayor of Hammersmith and Fulham Borough (Conservative)  

 
Mrs Merlene Emerson, Liberal Democrats’ parliament candidate for Hammersmith   
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Professor Nadir Nadirov, Kurdish MP in the Kazakhstan Parliament  

 

 
Professors from Kurdistan universities  
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Some of the famous Kurdish singers and musicians  

 

 
The Kurdish historian Professor Kamal Mazhar Ahmed with his family 
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Registration and accepting the items 
All the exhibits in this museum are registered and catalogued with special names and numbers 
with Collections Link LDKDM Code for Kurdish Museum, Library and Archive, which is an 
organisation for the registration of historical and cultural artefacts in the UK.  In addition the 
sources and the names of persons and sides who donated the items to the museum are all listed 
and there is a future plan to create a computer database by scanning all the items for digital 
registration. 
 
The budget and expenses of the museum 
The museum is currently paying £5000 a year for the rent of the place but the place is very 
small and there is an urgent need for a larger place.  In addition all the work to manage the 
museum is done on voluntary basis and in order to find a suitable place for the museum and 
find an employee together with all other expenses the museum needs around £50000 a year. 
 
The requirements of the Kurdish Museum, Library and Archive project: 

• Finding a large place for the Museum, Library and the Archive to enable an organised 
exhibition of the items and classifying them according to their variety and separate the 
place of the library. 

• Appointing a fulltime employee to manage the affairs of the museum and answer the 
visitors’ questions. 

• Establishing a computer system and digital screens as a digital part of the museum for 
the visitors to view on the screens important Kurdish historical events and written texts 
and articles attached to the exhibits. 

• Creating a comprehensive catalogue for the museum including all the items with some 
relevant historical information.  It is possible later to sell such a catalogue to the visitors 
for an affordable price. 

• Improving the library section by making it larger with a place for reading and add a 
Kurdish archive section to create a place for research regarding the Kurdish history. 
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WESTERN KURDISTAN ASSOCIATION (WKA) CELEBRATES NEWROZ AND THE OPENING 
OF THE KURDISH MUSEUM, LIBRARY AND ARCHIVE ON 19th MARCH 2008. 
 
On the 19th March 2008, the Western Kurdistan Association held a major celebration for Newroz (the Kurdish 
New Year) and the opening of the Kurdish Museum, Library and Archive.  Approximately 100 people 
attended the event, from local organisations, the Kurdish community and other refugee communities.   
 
This is the first Museum for Kurdish Heritage in Europe, which provides a significant library & archive of 
Kurdish Literature, history and heritage. The collection has developed in a very short time: for example from 
September 2007 to March 2008, 500 items of Kurdish artefacts were collected from the Kurdish community 
in the UK. The Museum, Library and Archive is used by academics and researchers in the UK, and is key 
source of information for children in Hammersmith and Fulham schools. 
 
The Western Kurdistan Association received letters of congratulations and support for the new Museum from 
Ken Livingstone, Mayor of London, who said: “London has a long and established reputation for the richness, 
breadth and diversity of its cultural and creative resources that reflect London’s diverse population. This 
museum will be an important addition to this, helping all Londoners to understand the unique history and 
cultural contribution of the Kurdish people. ….Your skills, energy and experience help to enrich the capital”.  
 
Councillor Antony Lillis, Cabinet Member for Community and Children’s Services in H&F, also sent letters 
of support: “This is an opportunity to celebrate the diversity of our multi-culture community…….I wish the 
Museum every success and thank you for the good work you continue to do for Hammersmith and Fulham 
residents”. 
 
For more information and to visit the Kurdish Museum, Library and Archive, please contact:  
Dr Jawad Mella, on 0208 748 7874 or info@westernkurdistan.org.uk     
The WKA is based at Palingswick House, 241 King Street, W6 9LP. 
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Letter from Mr David Cameron, the Prime Minister 
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Letter from Mr Gordon Brown, the Prime Minister 

 

 


